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About This Content
The Bf 109 was the Luftwaffe’s equivalent of the RAF’s Spitfire and these two fighters were to clash repeatedly during the
Battle of Britain. This famous German aircraft saw action on many fronts, from the skies over Europe to Russia, and down to
the heat of North Africa.
Brought to you by Just Flight, the interactive 3D virtual cockpit is completely modelled to portray the aircraft’s real cockpit in
full detail, with every switch, knob and lever is animated. A number of animations are also present, including side-hinged
canopy, opening radio door, animated pilot figure, undercarriage and opening engine cover to reveal an accurate Daimler Benz
engine and nose guns.

Models
Bf 109 E4 Battle of Britain version
Bf 109 E4 Tropical version

Features
Highly detailed exterior models
Extremely high quality interactive 3D Virtual Cockpit
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Canopy jettison feature
17 highly authentic liveries
Animated pilot figure
Detailed Daimler Benz engine and nose guns visible
Numerous animations
High fidelity flight model
Detailed manual
Engine start and gun effects
Multiple view points
Load-out manager
Auto-slats
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Best use of a farm animal. Yes. Yes.. A fun game about trying to outwit puzzles and avoid monsters. The art style and
soundtrack are amazing, and make you feel like you are in a Tim Burton movie. The controls are easy and respond quickly. This
is good because of one thing: The re spawn or checkpoint system in this game is BRUTAL!! Check it out for a platformer that
adds some new things each level.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/6YwWQHbIWfo. The Shadow Operations Unit DLC for Beat Hazard adds several new ships to choose from,
each with their own strenghts and weaknesses. It also adds a new Shadow Ops mechanic (hence the name), in which you have to
complete missions for each ship in order to earn stars and increase your Shadow Ops rank. The missions go from simple stuff
like killing a certain enemy a certain number of times, to stuff like finishing a track on the hardest difficulty with no deaths.
This DLC also includes an ingame editor so you can create your own ships and upload them to the Workshop, by adjusting their
stats like firing and movement speed, size, and so on. The only issue I'd have with it is that you have to choose a file from your
computer for the ship's appearance (otherwise it'll be a default red ship with the word "TEST" written on it); I think it'd have
been better if it had an easy to use ship editor, where you could select parts and attachments.
All in all, I think this is a pretty good DLC. The Shadow Ops missions are a great way to spice up the game. I recommend it..
One of the best singleplayer VR games I've played, but I have a few suggestions.
1. Plants don't last long enough.
2. Make controls more customizable, including an option for smooth turning. Maybe this could be the first VR game to have
completely rebindable controls.
3. Make comets occur less. I'm not sure how they spawn right now, but for me it seemed like one after another.. An interesting
otome VN with the main character's sex changing when in the dream world and their journey about who they want to be. I think
Sakuya was the most interesting character for me because a lot of their issues with gender is one I myself have felt but the game
is more about Sakuya's discovery in that it's not about gender but the character of a person that defines them. I think it's a good
game to check out for it's themes about gender identity and feeling comfortable in your body, but as a romance VN it isn't really
all that exciting, and the mystery in this volume is really passive. I'm excited to play the rest of the East Tower games, despite
finding this one bit bland because i'm very interested in what was presented of the other characters, and I hear the content in
each subsequent volume increased quite a bit. Over all, this is kind of a toss up when it comes to being a reccomendation, but I
can see it being a nice game to play if the theme interests you, as it is an original plot idea for an otome.
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This game is pretty fun, at first everything you do is taxing on your body, HOWEVER that's what leveling up is for! You can
level up certain stats that allow you to make certain chores easier on you, such as holding items (which all have weight),
chopping wood, fishing, farming, and also hunting! The game has some bugs right now such as animals having superspeed
quirks, but aside that minor issue the game is great even as an early access! It just needs more content, which i'm sure they're
already working on.
The game does a good job giving you a simple and fast tutorial using a small amount of text, which surprisingly explain all you
need to do. Plus these quests give you EXP so easy level up, and makes the journey early game easier.
I think the beginning quest for potato seeds should be changed however, I completed the quest once, but when i did my second
playthrough i literally spent a whole hour looking through cars looking for potato seeds. I had 7 carrot seeds and 8 turnip seeds
and had found no potato seeds within that hour. I think the quest should be changed to any seeds xD. This DLC here is might be
one of the most controversial pieces of DLC released by DTG, plagued by corporate greed and their reuse of old dated content.
The track is about a 90km long track that covers a very nice route between Cologne and Koblenz, the route it's self is plagued by
tracking signal and pre-signalling faliures even in quick drive, areas where breaking is not possible properly are not properly
shown by signals ahead, for example when using an ICE-T it is not possible to slow down in time for the PZB90 system in order
to comply with the 90Km\/h speed limitation.
The trains released with this game is a massive disgrace, not just we get the 9th iteration of the BR101, but we get a completely
disfunctional re-used content what the old and outdated Metronom pack contains, which is of course more useful (probably
thought I don't like it that much).
Important to note that, DTG willingly released a content with 2 trains, the 146.0 and 146.2 with content re-used and
recycled from other older trains released, like the Metronom and the TRAXX series 145. You are basically if you own
any of these contents you are buying the same content (wich is obviously bugged) for the same damn double price, wich
is a massive shame.
The developers willingly cut corners and released these trains with the same stupid interiors and sounds as what those
older broken trains had contained, implying newcomers will not notice it and will not complain, but hah! I noticed it
DTG, very very sneaky!
Since the content is re-used, the whole point of the game gets dull because the interiors look like crap and they didn't
even try to put enough time into creating quality content they thrive to create.
Such a shame from this developer. So much lack of potential, like Mainz and D\u00fcsseldorf, but yeah they messed
this one up hard.
The track is great but due to the extra redundant content, I can not reccommend it.
I rate this track and content pack about 4 out of 10. [DO NOT BUY UNLESS 60% DISCOUNTED!]
If I would have to rate the trains, they would get 0 out of 10.
And if I would have to rate the track separately, I would give it 9 out of 10.
If you dislike my review, then you are just as pathetic.. You get barely anything. It's not worth the money!. The Game
is pretty good its just that saving takes a LONG time.
You can fix that and also the fact that when you have just a couple roads and cars spawn in, its very annoying hearing
the engines go in circles on your tiny roads. So make sure you fix it until you have at least fifteen roads built to spawn
in a car.
And im on youtube and i will soon make a video on this game.
Youtube: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UCx42P8j4EcIFUKEZiI1JzfA
And i said i will soon make a video.. Flat Path is a very simple puzzle game with intuitive controls. Of course, just because it's
simple doesn't mean it's easy; ever since I figured out how to solve regular sliding puzzles when I was a kid (and impressing what
few friends I had in the process), a small part of me has always been seeking a decent sliding-puzzle challenge. Flat Path definitely
qualifies as a sliding-puzzle challenge, and it does not disappoint.
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The object of the game is simple; slide the pieces until a complete path is made from the colored node to the uncolored node(s). The
catch is that you only have a limited number of moves to do so, and from my experiences, it's always the exact number of moves
required. Fortunately, you get unlimited attempts and restarts on each level.
The soundtrack and sound effects have volume sliders in case you want to dampen or mute the sound of the clicking of the tiles or
the unintrusive BGM. A lot of times, puzzles are easier to solve if you're listening to your own music, or nothing at all, so that option
is available should you choose to use it.
In conclusion, Flat Path only has one thing to offer, but it offers it in spades; a vast plethora of sliding puzzles that get increasingly
difficult with each level. I would recommend it if you want a nice and low-priced puzzle game (or a timekilling casual game)..
beautiful story of evolution. This DLC grants you access to a UAV that will find you all the samples on a map once it is fully
upgraded. If you want to quickly upgrade your weapons and gear this is a must have pack.
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